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CHAPTER 2641
In Lord Wade’s eyes, Charlie was a standard sweet pastry.

Leaving aside Charlie’s so powerful and strange strength, the marriage contract between Charlie
and Stefanie Sun and the firm attitude of the Sun family willing to abide by the marriage contract
made Lord Wade look forward to Charlie’s official return to the Wade Family.

The money earned from trading is earned by accumulating one point and one point, but if you make
money by marrying a wife, you may add tens or even hundreds of billions of property overnight.

Orrin Sun only has a daughter like Stefanie Sun, so everyone knows that once someone marries
Stefanie Sun, he will inherit the entire Sun family.

Lord Wade wanted to surpass the Banks Family long ago.

If Charlie really took Stefanie Sun into his bag, then the comprehensive strength of the Wade Family
would surely surpass the Banks Family by a big margin.

Moreover, now the Banks Family has suffered successive blows. If Charlie can match up and let Wade
Family and Sun family work together to deal with the Banks Family, then it is very likely to pull the
Banks Family down from the first place and step directly to third. Name go.

When the time comes, the Wade Family is the first and the Sun family is second, and the Sun family is
almost equal to the Wade Family. That is really the time for the Wade Family to reshape its glory!

Therefore, Lord Wade will be tolerant to Charlie in every possible way. With his Concorde, he could
only give it; Charlie wanted him to help enter Syria, and he could only help.

So he immediately mobilized resources and made arrangements, and then told Charlie: “Charlie, I
have arranged. The plane will take off from Eastcliff in ten minutes and will land at Aurous Hill Airport
in half an hour after takeoff. You can directly Boarding at Aurous Hill Airport and flying non-stop to
Lebanon!”

Charlie was relieved after listening.

Although the matter of going to Syria was too hasty, and there is no news that Ziva Hank has
confirmed that something happened, Charlie still felt that he had to go.

It was just that Charlie was about to leave for Syria suddenly, and Charlie didn’t know how to explain
to Claire.

After much deliberation, I could only use the old rhetoric of showing customers Feng Shui, and called
Claire.

At this time, Claire was still in a meeting in the Emgrand Group.

In the recent period, more than half of her working hours have been in the Emgrand Group.

Because many plans have to be docked with the representatives of Emgrand Group, once there is
any need, the plans must be adjusted in time.



Emgrand Group itself is the largest real estate development group in Aurous Hill, and its
requirements for project partners have always been very demanding.

Moreover, in the Emgrand Group, apart from Doris Young who knew that Claire’s true identity was
the wife of the chairman, everyone else did not know this.

Therefore, in the eyes of these people, Claire won the bid for the cooperation of the Emgrand Group,
and they naturally have to strictly demand the partners.

Claire received Charlie’s call and hurried to the bathroom. After answering the call, Claire asked:
“Husband, why do you call me at this time? Anything?

Charlie was a little entangled.

In fact, when it is not a last resort, He didn’t want to lie to deceive Claire.

But for this kind of thing, he couldn’t tell the truth to her anyway.

Not only was the situation in Syria extremely dangerous in the eyes of ordinary people, but the
reason for the trip to Syria was nothing to say. Understand.

If you tell her that the child who was a classmate of her mother is about to face danger in Syria, then
many of the questions involved cannot be answered at all. For

example, who is your mother? Who is your mother’s classmate?

Another example is the mother. My classmate’s child has an accident in Syria. What can I do if I go
alone with my bare hands? Besides, there is no direct plane. How can I go?

Sometimes, if you choose to tell the truth, you have to pull out the carrots and bring out the muddy
soldiers. All key information should be confessed frankly. Otherwise, it is more appropriate to
fabricate a false reason.

Thinking of this, Charlie had no choice but to say: “Wife, this is the case. I have a client who wants to
invite me to go out of town to show Feng Shui to a house. He just happened to have a fancy
second-hand villa that others are desperate for. If there is nothing wrong with Feng Shui, he bought it
directly.

Claire asked him: “You want to go to another place? How long?”

Charlie thought for a while and said, “If it’s fast, I can come back tomorrow; but if If it is slow, it may
take three or two days.
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